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Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course date:
(1) Try to reduce the time delay between the deadline for homework problems and their treatment in an exercise
session.
(2) Reduce the amount of information given for some parts of the course, such as for the one dealing with small
vibrations.
(3) At course start, point out strongly that solving all homework problems is time consuming and is not
indispensable for achieving a high grade.
On a longer time scale:
(4) Move the discussion of the special theory of relativity completely to other courses. This will require changes in
several course plans and is therefore a long-term project
Changes (1), (2) and (3) were implemented. The proposed change (4) turned out to be unrealistic. After
discussion with other teachers it was decided to keep the special theory of relativity within the present course.

Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected in other ways, it
should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented on.
The course works in general well, but it is considered as hard by most students. Specifically, the total amount of information
given in the lectures was considered too large by several students. On the other hand, it was also suggested to add an
illustrative example at the end of each part in which new concepts are introduced.
One student claimed that some parts of the material were not examined. This complaint supposedly concerns the theory of
relativity, for which it is hard to give suitable homework problems.
Most of the students appreciated the form of the examination (homeork plus project). But more detailed instructions about
how to conduct the project was requested. Also, it happened for the first that several students who had given an adequate
oral presentation of their project did not hand in a written project report.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
(1) Treat some further parts of chapters 3 and 4 in a more cursory way,
(2) Add a few further explicit worked-out examples to illustrate the theoretical developments.
(3) Find better homework problems dealing with special relativity.
(4) Hand out detailed instructions about the project at an early stage.
(5) Increase the efforts for guaranteeing that students solve the homework problems individually.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific course.

